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Religious Belief and the Public Good in light of Covid-19 

David Cave 

 

When the covid-19 virus first began to show its effects across the globe, moving across the face 

of the waters, to use a phrase from Genesis 1, like a malevolent spirit, causing governments to 

close businesses and schools and adopt policies costing billions, even trillions, and advocating 

people everywhere to distance themselves willingly from each other, shuttering at home for days 

and weeks on end, I immediately thought of how the effects of this virus —this invisible force, 

which, unless you were infected by it, was but an abstraction —links the abstraction of religious 

belief with the abstraction of the public good.  For both religious belief and the public good 

presume upon and require the capacity of people to imagine at a higher abstract, conceptual level 

to honor that which transcends the credulity of their immediate experience and pleasure.  

 

We get an example of this presumption and requirement from a confrontation between the 

journalist Raymond Rambert and the physician Dr. Rieux, in Albert Camus’s The Plague. 

Rambert confronts Rieux because Rieux must enforce a neighborhood quarantine that is keeping 

Rambert from reuniting with his wife, his source of happiness.  Camus writes,  

 

“After a moment the doctor gave a slight nod, as if approving of some thought that had crossed 

his mind. Yes, [Rambert] was right in refusing to be balked of happiness. But was he right in 

reproaching him, Rieux, with living in a world of abstractions? Could that term "abstraction" 

really apply to these days he spent in his hospital while the plague was battening on the town, 

raising its death-toll to five hundred victims a week? Yes, an element of abstraction, of a divorce 

from reality, entered into such calamities. Still when abstraction sets to killing you, you've got to 

get busy with it.” 

 

As covid-19 spread across our country, and health officials modeled its further spread, people, 

absent the presence of a law, could have chosen to abide by or not the sacrificial social 

distancing and respiratory protective measures that would benefit the public good.  As we know, 

and this is what struck me, many, many, millions actually, did choose to abide, and did so 

peacefully, without drama.  People chose to believe in and act upon that which they could not see 

or touch.   

 

This ability and willingness to practice commendable acts (to stay at home, keep your distance, 

wear a mask) under the abstraction of the public good, is analogous to religious believers acting 

upon the abstraction of their myths and living out commendable practices and sacrifices, in turn, 

for the benefit of themselves and others.  



 

The religious, therefore, as could anyone, may say they want to disregard government public 

health regulations out of their self-claimed civic rights.  But they cannot refuse to abide by these 

regulations by saying that the virus is but an illusion, and, therefore, need not be believed. For 

should they say this, they would betray the very condition of faith, “the assurance of things 

hoped for, the conviction of things not seen” (Hebrews 11:1), and what it impels them to do.   

 

  



Covid  Diaries.  

Joe Tomain 

 

 Every fact below is true; Truth, though, is something else. 

 

One Day. My son’s law school is closed. I’m sure we’ll be next. Classes are canceled – they’ll be 

taught “remotely.“ I sign up for training. 

 

Next Day (at “The Training”). I am trying to logon and can’t get passed the first PowerPoint 

slide. 

 

1st Day at Home. So far, just another comfy snow day. Now I can get some reading done. My 

son said he pulled all his money out of his investment account and found a short term CD. I’ll 

wait. This will turn around. 

 

Another Day. Reading; finishing some books; starting others. Prepping for (remote) classes. 

 

Another. Had Zoom and Webex meetings. Got work done. Bought some provisions. 

 

Another.  Posted a blog and an op-ed on science and government in the time of our cholera. This 

story will be told, retold, and revised beyond our time. 

 

Next Day. “Stay-at-Home,” “quarantine,” “intubation,” “flattening,” a vocabulary for our times. 

Just figuring out how to “migrate” my office Word docs to my home Mac. Not seamless, but 

workable. Now I have no excuse; must exchange casual reading for some actual work. Must get 

on to some writing. 

 

Sometime the Next Week. Set up WebEx classes for the rest of the semester.  

 

First Remote Class. I was surprised about how nervous I was. I wasn’t alone – all my colleagues 

felt the same. I wonder why?  The loss of immediate connection in the classroom? The inability 

to “read the room”? Excellent attendance. Some participation. 

 

Next Day. Starting to watch the news. What do the numbers show, Andrew? By my count, I have 

had four platforms for meetings Zoom, WebEx, GoToMeeting, Teams.  Thank God they all work 

practically the same way. Surprisingly, attendance has been high at all meetings and actually 

work occurred. 

 

Next. What are the counts today? What are the signs? Which way are they going? Today seems 

foggy. Are unconscious worries/fears emerging? If so, they are sneaky and unbidden. 



 

Next Class.  Four superb class presentations. More interaction would be nice.  Still . . . . 

 

Another. What are the signs? Which direction are they going! Still working. Why have I have 

resisted, if not refused, reading “the literature?” Do I really need to read The Plague? Having 

said that, Boethius, The Consolation of Philosophy, is a pretty damn good read. Is going to 

Kroeger’s heroic?  When can I hug the grandkids? 

 

And Another. More Zooms with family and friends. So far, all healthy. So this is “connectivity!” 

What’s good on Netflix? I knew that sports and the arts were important, but . . . . 

 

Another. Have we “peaked?” “Flattened?” How will our lives change? More “remotes,” less 

travel. Fewer cash transactions. An unknown politics. Should we expect continued and,    

hopefully moderates “social distancing?” Went into the office. Is that a not-stay-at-home crime? 

 

Another Week Begins. Have we “bent the curve?” Is there an open up the economy switch?  Or 

an “open by” date? Or a plan? How do we ease back into social life? 

 

And then there is the politics of it all, but my 500 words are up. 

 

 

 

 

 

  



Everyone reacts differently to stressful situations 

Kris Gillis 

 

 

How you respond to the outbreak can depend on your background, the things that make you 

different from other people, and the community you live in. 

 -from cdc.gov/coronavirus/20 

 

I purchased a surfboard last week. This is not a joke. I’ve finally decided to take surfing 

seriously. I spoke on the phone with a board shaper in California, Blake Peters, to make sure I 

purchased the right model for my skill level, which is “never been on a surfboard.” Now an 

Amazon worker is propping up a 6’10” Panda Midranger on my front porch. It’s white with 

azure rails and a chocolate stringer. At just over 42 liters, this longer board will catch a lot of 

waves, according to Blake. “And that’s what you’ll want to do as a beginner,” Blake told me, 

“catch a lot of waves.” You see, I originally ordered the Astro Zombie, a 5’4” twin fin fish, but 

Blake counseled me toward the Midranger because he said I’d have more fun on it. And now it’s 

on my porch here in Bellevue, KY, just four blocks from the Ohio River. No, I don’t plan to 

move to the coast any time soon, if that’s what you’re thinking. I bought this Panda Midranger, 

to be honest, because the 4’6” Kalani Robb Pro Model Beater board that arrived a few weeks ago 

just isn’t going to see me standing up on waves as a beginner. Sure, it looks great leaning up 

against my dining room table, but, seriously, I’d come right off the back of it the first wave I 

caught—Blake’s concern anyway. I guess that’s what I get for researching appropriate beginner 

boards after buying a Kalani Robb Pro Model. The Panda Midranger is definitely the way to go, 

and it’s here in Kentucky. Thanks to Blake. I hope that this Amazon driver sees in my eyes 

gently cresting waves and smooth, effortless rail-to-rail surfing I’ve studied in YouTube surfing 

tutorials. I hope that she finds her own sea salt and sand away from this horrible pandemic. I 

hope I find a way to alleviate the guilt I feel, asking her to risk her own health and safety and her 

friends’ health and safety and her family’s health and safety as an essential worker, delivering 

my surfboard to the Midwest. I also hope it’s a different person who delivers my 33” Smoothstar 

Holy Toledo, which, with its patented front truck system, will allow me to recreate the same 

moves skating down the street that I’ll need to really take my surfing to the next level. I haven’t 

been on a skateboard in twenty years, but I’m determined to ride this out. 

 

 

  



… cows and flowers …. 

Igor Dumbadze 

  

 As she gazed lovingly at her granddaughter on the iMac screen, she started her story… 

We all had our uniforms on, with our gold stars sewn in place, as we skipped together on 

the way to school.  Janusz, my best friend,  was right besides me.  He was pulling on my braids, 

so I punched him back!  But he wouldn’t stop.  I had a brand new pencil in my pocket;  we were 

going to write a story in class about taking a trip to a farm.  What animals we would see and 

what flowers we could pick in the fields.  We took a trip last year, but the teachers said it was not 

safe this year - so we were just going to write a story… 

 We came to the school.  It was a beautiful building - red brick with statues on the corners.  

We ran up the stairs and into the classroom.  It was sunny and the sun shone brightly into the 

room, lighting up the chalkboard.  Mrs.  Majewski was sitting at her desk.  She was always very 

serious, but today she also looked sad.  I asked her if she was OK, and she just smiled a little and 

nodded her head… 

 Janusz - here, Ewa - here, Ludmila - here, Eliasz - here...as she checked who was in class.  

When my name was called, I raised my hand up high and said - here! 

 Mrs. Majewski passed out a piece of paper to each one of us and told us to take out our 

pencils and write about the animals we would see and the flowers we would pick.  I love cows 

and the little baby cows right by their side.  They had a funny smell - I loved that smell - my 

mother said it was the hay the cows ate!  I thought about the flowers in the field - I liked the 

daisies - they were my favorite!  The flowers smelled so good - not like the hay! 

 Kolia was the first to hear them - like the sound of cars, except they were up in the sky!  I 

thought that there couldn’t be cars up in the sky!  Mrs. Majewski ran to the windows, looked up 

at the black shadows blocking the sun, and spoke in a stern voice - I want you to get up from 

your chairs and follow me quickly and quietly - no talking.  We were all surprised by her stern 

voice, because even though she always looked serious, she spoke with a gentle, soft voice.  We 

followed her out of the room, and down the stairs into the basement.  It was cold, wet and there 

was no sunshine… 

 And then we heard the loud booms - everything shook - the floor, the walls.  I had never 

heard such loud thunder.  It wouldn’t stop.  My ears began to hurt.  I was getting scared and 

wanted my mama and papa.  The lights went out and parts of the wall began to fall on us - my 

friends were crying - some because they were scared and some because they were hurt.  I saw 

red blood on the floor - I had only seen blood when my papa would cut the meat for dinner, but I 

never saw it anywhere else.  I yelled for Mrs. Majewski, but she did not answer.  I yelled for 

Janusz - but he did not answer.  The noise was so loud, that I could not hear myself shouting.  

Some of my friends were running back up what was left of the basement steps and I followed 

them out the door and out unto the street.  The street was gone!  The houses were piles of brick.  

The street was full of large holes.  There was smoke everywhere - dust, dirt - I couldn’t see. 



 I ran to where I knew our house was - mama, papa I shouted.  The house was gone - 

nothing;  my toys were gone - my room was gone...I saw mama sitting on a pile of bricks.  She 

had blood on her face - she was crying.  I ran to her and she clutched me tighter than she ever did 

- I thought I couldn’t breath, but I also grabbed her tightly.  We were scared, we didn’t know 

what to do, where to go - we just sat there. 

 We heard the sound of many footsteps, and then we saw the soldiers marching through 

the rubble...I thought that I would never see those cows or flowers ever again… 

 That’s enough for tonight my dear Masha - babcia is tired - I’m going to bed...I'm very 

tired...good night moja wnuczka... 

 But babcia, tell me another story.  The one about the long train ride or being on that ship 

for a week when you crossed the ocean.  I’m so bored!  How long are we going to be cooped up 

in our house because of this silly virus?  I can only see my friends on Zoom - I can’t play with 

them in the yard - and I can’t go to the park - this is so boring - it is so unfair… 

 

 

  



Of Earthquakes and Fault Lines 

Rich Lauf 

The Corona virus has hit the United States and the world like an earthquake.  Just like an earthquake it 

has exposed some deep fault lines that have made the social, political and economic consequences far 

more difficult than might have been possible without them.  Several fault lines in particular have 

become more visible and more damaging than previously understood.   

Societies under unusual stress require unusually effective leadership.  For the past decade large parts of 

the population, particularly in the US and Western Europe, have been rejecting the leaders they have in 

favor of ones that seem to hear them more clearly, understand them more viscerally and respond to 

needs as ordinary people experience them.  Steve Bannon's mantra that "our elites are corrupt and 

incompetent" resonates with many.  I might say it more subtly: that they routinely assert that they can 

solve problems which are inherently unsolvable (thus seeming incompetent), and they respond to 

perverse incentives (thus seeming corrupt).  Severe skepticism towards the elites and deep distrust of 

news media make it that much more difficult to address the Corona consequences.  Very few of our 

elites prepared for adversity nor have they acquitted themselves well during this period.   

Since the 2008-9 Great Recession, the US economy has been built on debt and financial repression.  

Federal deficits have risen sharply; private debt has risen as companies used the zero interest rate 

regime to buy back stock and prop up dividends.  Attempts by the Fed to unwind its low interest rates 

and quantitative easing have routinely been met by market upsets.  The states' and municipalities' 

balance sheets are a mess.  Finances now offer one more fault line exposed and stressed by the virus.   

Pathological political division has made policy responses to the virus slower, less effective and yet 

another battleground in the political wars.  One side runs the risk of "happy talk" versus sober 

assessments, the other side risks sounding like they hope the problem is severe to discredit their 

political foes.  Both sides continue to fight battles completely irrelevant to direct virus response.  

Abortion?  Let's have that fight again.  Identity group entitlements?  Let's stuff all that and more in as a 

condition of rescue loans.  Any time so much taxpayer money is being spent in so short a time, waste, 

fraud, abuse and pork barrels will be in full vigor, but when economic rescue packages are held hostage 

to each sides' hot button purity tests, it is hard not to conclude we have political fault lines that rank 

very high on the Richter scale.   

Perhaps the largest quake was felt along the San Andreas Fault of geopolitics - the US-China 

competition.  The quake shook confidence and credibility, supply chains, trade and competition to their 

foundations.  The European fault line between the European project and individual countries now shows 

unprecedented seismic activity.  International institutions like the WHO are swaying.  Once America gets 

the virus under control one can expect new institutional building codes such as on-shoring 

requirements, while private concerns will get a renewed point of view on creating geopolitical quake-

resistant supply chains.   



The virus itself is entirely a biological phenomenon: a bit of RNA and some proteins.  It will do what it 

will do.  The fault lines however are human creations.  They will do what we design them to do.  The 

question before us is will we use the earthquake of the virus to reduce the stresses we ourselves have 

built up along those fault lines or to pile on more stress.   

  



Memorial Day Pandemic Perspective 

Mark Motley 

 

Ten years ago, I had to fight a bear.  It’s not as though I really had a choice.  Backpacking in 

New Mexico, I was responsible for several teenage boys and the bear was eating one.  But I was 

unarmed, so it was dicey.  In the end, the bear did leave but the boy was hurt.  It wasn’t pretty.  

The point is, given a choice, I’d take isolation in pandemic over that experience every time. 

My mother was born in 1933.  Her father was a carpenter and even in the Depression, mostly had 

work.  But he was an alcoholic then and only came home many Fridays after drinking up his pay.  

When she was a child, my mother often went hungry.  It wasn’t very pretty, but she survived, 

and her father later straightened out after serving in the Navy, Pacific in World War II.  But I 

know if given a choice, she’d choose these troubles over those in the Great Depression every 

time. 

 

My mother-in-law was born in Bohemia, Germany, turned 6 years old in 1945.  She remembers 

the bombings and hiding her older sister in the cellar when the Russians came to rape. 

Czechoslovakia annexed their region after the War.  Their house was confiscated; they were 

expelled from the country as refugees.  Concentration camps were then used for refugee 

resettlement and she was sent to Dachau by rail in the same cattle cars that brought the Jews.  It 

wasn’t in any way the same as a death camp.  But it wasn’t pretty.  If given a choice, she’d pick 

these trials over those.  Every time. 

 

My father was a sergeant in the Army.  Tank commander was his MOS. Late in 1951, he was 

sent to Korea.  This was after the Chinese entered the war, long before any ceasefire or armistice, 

and he was stationed at the 38th Parallel.  He later didn’t talk too much about it - other than how 

cold it was that winter.  He died in 2004, but if here today, I think he’d opt for today’s troubles 

over those dark days of 1952.  Every time. 

 

My father-in-law was career Army, also a sergeant, and served in both Korea and Vietnam.   He 

earned a Bronze Star and a Purple Heart for his actions late one night in Vietnam when his base 

was attacked.  He passed two years ago, but if here today, I believe he’d prefer these challenges 

to those.  Every time. 

 

None of this is meant to diminish pandemic.  Here several likely know someone it’s killed – 

someone who died alone because their family was excluded from the hospital ICU.  My 

daughter’s a newly minted Neuroscientist.  She teaches at Columbia, lives in Manhattan, 

professionally close to many clinicians there.  She shares grim tales from friends about the 

nightmare that was New York City hospitals of late.  But that has not been my experience, nor 

that of most I know.  Our experience has just been isolation, a quick bear market in stocks, and 

deferral of dining out, travel, sports, and concerts.   



 

Sometimes comes a challenge that’s universal but how we each react is individual.  Isolation 

isn’t equally difficult for all.  Extroverts are energized by social interaction.  Introverts not so 

much.  I’m a mild introvert (INTJ per Meyers Briggs), so that aspect is not the burden for me it is 

for some.  Working from home I put in more hours than before, but I don’t miss the office all 

that much.   

 

A solemn and rare part of the liturgy of my Church is called the Hosanna Shout in which we cry 

out in unison “hosanna, hosanna, hosanna to God and The Lamb” three times while waving 

white handkerchiefs, representing palm leaves.  On Palm Sunday, across the world we all 

gathered via internet for a worldwide service that closed with a Hosanna Shout, everyone 

participating in place.  Hosanna generally means “blessed is he that cometh in the name of the 

Lord”, but its oldest, highest meaning is “God save us!”  A heartfelt, abject prayer in a desperate 

hour. 

 

  



Current Events 

Ben Greenberg 

 

I believe we are lucky to live by a river.   

 

When the pandemic began, I thought, “well good, this is how I’m going to die. Mystery solved.” 

I feared everything and trusted nothing. I stayed inside and alone for the first week, holed up in 

my fortress of solipsism save the occasional furtive walk around a tight radius, holding my 

breath as people whisked by in wide births. While out for one such stroll on a painfully gorgeous 

afternoon in late-March, I was taken by an urge to stop, bend down, and observe a flower that 

had recently bloomed. I thought, "has it really come to this? Am I actually stopping to smell a 

flower?" But as its earthy-sweet odor filled my nostrils, I felt what can only be described as a 

lump in my throat and my eyes began to mist. I wasn’t crying so much as shedding a layer of 

self-conscious alienation from my suffering, from all suffering. The act of smelling a flower—

the ritualized noticing, the attention paid to this small but beautiful thing, the sheer weight of 

those precious few seconds—was enough to shake loose thousands of years of cultural evolution 

and socialization; the encoded semiotics of masculinity and maturity, the deep reservoirs of 

cliché and triteness surrounding anything having to do with a flower—and evoke a sense of the 

connection between all living things and just how far away we have come from that connection.   

 

Blooming in us is a chaotic and constant oscillation between acceptance and denial, sagacity and 

delusion, the hunger for something true, and the thirst for anything to divert our attention away 

from the unbearable. Look no further than the recent politicization of inanimate objects, how a 

piece of cloth can become a heuristic contagion revealing our epistemological insecurities. Look 

no further than our platitudes, the daily reminders that "now more than ever, we’re all in this 

together” for language’s inability to accurately communicate the metaphysical contours of its 

subject matter, which is everything.  

 

I struggle to reflect on a time when my reflection has begun to look like a stranger's. Times like 

these beg deep and essential questions. What of ourselves have we lost, and what remains the 

same? What are we doing here, and where are we going? When and how does this end?  

 

Questions like these ultimately lead me back to the river. A river is never the same one moment 

to the next, yet it's well-defined between its banks, flowing towards its end, carrying all the 

beauty and detritus of our world. Herman Hesse writes in Siddhartha, “the river is everywhere at 

once, at the source and at the mouth, at the waterfall, at the ferry, at the rapids, in the sea, in the 

mountains, everywhere at once, and that there is only the present time for it, not the shadow of 

the past, not the shadow of the future.”  

 

The thing that makes us human is our humanity, which is a messy, incomplete description. Like 

this essay. Like our collective response to this pandemic or anything else for that matter. I think 

the word I’ve been trying to say, perhaps all my life, is love. Love is the flower and the river, my 

fear of death, and my acceptance of it. Love is a noble lie and the God’s honest truth. So, go for a 

walk, smell a flower, call your mother, and above all be kind, especially yourself.   

  



 
  



Sheltering in Work 

Richard Hague 

 

 

Everywhere people are, or ought to be, hunkered down. The coronavirus, we are reminded 

almost daily, knows no boundaries, respects no walls. Jobs are lost, daily routines abandoned, 

devastatingly large numbers of lives smothered out. The byword is “an abundance of caution.” 

We gird ourselves even for a grocery run. Industrial-strength hand sanitizer, concocted by a 

neighbor according to a strict W.H.O recipe, is ready after every trip in my vulnerable wife’s car.  

But for some of us, little has changed. My wife and I, for example, are accustomed to long hours 

alone at our work. She is a potter and writer, and her wheel sits in front of a second-story studio 

window. It looks out over backyard trees and shrubs, our bird feeders, a stretch of shady lawn. 

She calls it her “treehouse,” and works for hours on end when she’s really at it; right now, in the 

middle of the shutdown and the uncertainty of the supply chain from where she gets her clay, she 

is not.  Other projects present themselves: continuing her memoirs, arranging flowers from the 

spring garden, therapy-baking, general house deep cleaning.  

 

I am a writer and small commercial gardener. The hours at my desk go quickly when I am deeply 

engaged, “in the zone,” as athletes call it. The writing builds its own momentum and I jog along 

with it, sometimes for an hour to two without looking up. I have never owned a cellphone, and 

won’t, so the interruptions that way are nonexistent. I could, hand-tech-wise, just as easily be on 

Mars. 

 

In the garden, the same solitude prevails. Although my mild ADD lends itself to multi-tasking, 

when I write, I finish each paragraph or each stanza—there is a deep concentration that 

overcomes the distractions. But when I am in the garden, I might pull weeds for a while, then 

turn to planting something, then mess with a broken fence or tomato cage, then go back to 

weeding. The rhythm is not as linear as the writing is, but nothing suffers from its meandering. A 

garden is an endless engagement; I can and do regularly finish pieces of writing, but a garden is 

never finished, not even in the winter (I cultivate garlic that is planted in October to grow until 

the next July, and Egyptian Walking Onions, which are also planted in the fall to grow over the 

winter.) 

 

So my wife and I are, in this time of plague, nevertheless feeling somehow sheltered in our work.  

No need to flee to the hills above Florence, as Boccaccio’s characters did, nor to the country 

estate in the Hamptons or to the Cotswolds, as some privileged others are doing now, or God 

forbid, to some rural Appalachian county where we might bring the disease with us. Here in the 

heart of Madisonville, I am almost tempted to say that we thrive.  

 



But it is, of course, an illusion. We merely persist. When the world is as off-kilter as it is now, 

thriving is something for later, if ever. We are hanging on, filling our minds and hands with 

familiar tasks, so that the faceless, relentless hugeness of the pandemic itself, and its resulting 

catastrophic economic and social ramifications, will not for now overwhelm us. Not to mention 

the climate disaster to which this present situation is a relatively mild prelude. We all know, or 

ought to know, the name of that future—though inconceivably, incomprehensively larger—it’s 

proper name is something like “now.” And there will be no shelter. 

 

 

  



Consider the Ant 

Tom Carothers 

 

 

Superior societies though mighty and great 

Were at times by enemies invisible laid waste. 

Golden emerods and golden rats was a tribute paid, 

To the mighty god of the Hebrews  

So that no plague return to the Philistim. 

Intoxicated by a pied piper’s flute, hordes of rats exit Hamelin.  

But just sixty years later a creature with long beak, 

Breathing almost breathlessly so not to inhale  

Humors most foul that certainly are the scourge,  

He peers downward, wrings his hands, and shakes his head. 

Another hopeless case states the physician with dread,  

As passersby sniff from their pouncet boxes 

To sweeten ghastly smells from blackened corpses that prevail.  

While in some palazzo removed, Boccaccio weaves delightful tales.  

The fear of the Lord is the beginning of wisdom 

So saith Shlomo to all who would listen. 

Mighty towers striving toward the heavens, destruction of Babel requited. 

No longer the limit is the sky 

As rockets blast off for worlds yet unseen. 

Such superior intelligence: man reigns supreme. 

Pride goeth before destruction and an haughty spirit before a fall 

So saith Solomon in a warning to all. 

 

Wonders of the world available to the masses. 

Celebrities, businessmen, those with main cabin passes 

Safely encapsulated at 35,000 feet. 

Pleasantries exchanged, odd times for sleep, frequent meals to eat. 

Unbeknownst, a small stowaway, infinitely small,  

Invisible, just 125 nanometers, 125 billionths of a meter that’s all.  

No face, doesn’t breathe, in a snappy capsule sits RNA. 

A secret agent. What is its mission? 

From whence has it come? 

To where will it go, and how long will it stay?  

No name yet. No passport. Airport screening no issue.  

Oh TSA! Oh DHS! Has there been some awful miscue? 

Great border wall so very strong, so very beautiful, so very tall, 



Couldst not thou, Oh Mighty Wall, rebuff something so puny, so small? 

Not a great wind, neither in earthquake nor in fire 

Just a still small voice did Isaiah inspire. 

 

Past epidemics were horrific, the end of the world,  

As up to half of all mankind in shrouds were furled. 

Even as recently as 100 years past  

One third did not live to witness millions gassed.  

But more recent outbreaks have been so overblown  

With death tolls in ten thousandths of a single percent 

Oh, how modern medicine has advanced so- no worry. 

For this we’ll have meds, vaccines and ventilators 

Scads of PPE or so promised by the great Twitterator. 

Go to the ant, thou sluggard: consider her ways and be wise. 

A steady hand, thoughtful planning, clearly trump endless lies.   

 

A woman coughs just behind, and the bus driver frets 

In just nine days, lungs filled with clots and debris  

Away slips Jason Hargrove. Thy ventilator has failed thee! 

An emergency MD in New York struggles in vain  

To keep patients alive and can no longer keep score. 

To Lauren Breen endless defeat brings endless pain. 

Her father, a physician too, mourns his daughter who is no more. 

Countless folk unknown suffer alone, 

And alone some die and go to their grave. 

Mourning forbidden in a public sense 

While populist politicians rant and rave. 

Listen to the whisper, humble yourself, 

Observe the ant and consider her ways. 

 

  



Good Friday 2020 

John 18:1-19:42 

Fred McGavran 

 

 Good Friday 2020. Christ is dying on the cross, and we are locked down. We have to stay 

in our rooms, even eat in our rooms without family or friends, and if we leave our rooms, we 

can’t be with more than three other people and we have to stay 6 feet apart. We can’t have any 

visitors. We can’t go out. Except for our staff, we are alone. 

 

 Many of us are asking, why? Why, God, has this monster coronavirus overtaken us? Is it 

something we’ve done? God created the world and everything in it, and Christ sanctified the 

world in his incarnation by being born into it. What could possibly have gone so wrong? 

 

 St. Paul gave the answer in his Letter to the Romans: the creation is less than the creator. 

God is perfect, but his creation and even we who have been sanctified by Christ’s presence 

among us and his death on the cross and his Resurrection are not perfect. 

 

We can begin to understand this conflict between ourselves and the world by looking at Jesus’ 

trial before Pontius Pilate. Although it may seem that Pilate was in control, baiting Jesus and 

mocking him, Jesus was really in control. “Jesus answered [Pilate], ‘You say that I am a king. 

For this I was born, and for this I came into the world, to testify to the truth. Everyone who 

belongs to the truth listens to my voice.’ Pilate asked, ‘What is truth?’" and then left Jesus 

standing there so he could taunt the mob outside in the courtyard.  

 

 In fact it was really Pilate and the world on trial that first Good Friday, not Christ. Pilate 

and the world condemned themselves by not waiting for Jesus to answer the key question of 

human existence: “What is truth?” It is God who is in control, not Pontius Pilate or whoever 

Pilate’s stand-ins may be at any particular time, even in our own time, because they can’t see the 

truth even when it is standing in front of them. 

 

 The world, this beautiful springtime world we can see looking out our windows at the 

flowering trees and gardens is as indifferent to us as the novel coronavirus. Everyone who has 

ever been in a storm at sea or a tornado or hurricane or flash flood or any other catastrophic 

natural event or even had their car stuck in the snow or slid out of control on the ice knows that 

nature doesn’t care about us. Only God cares about us. When the Pontius Pilates or 

coronaviruses of this world strike, they bring God’s judgment on themselves. God will get us 

through, even if it means following Christ to the cross. Pilate and the virus will not win. 

 

 This may be the only time in our lives that some of us have faced a common threat along 

with everyone else around us. When I was in the Navy in Vietnam aboard a barge in the Mekong 



Delta, I faced a common threat with everyone else in spaces even more confining than the spaces 

at Margery P. Lee. There was a huge difference between the Navy and now: in the Navy we 

could talk to each other. The common threat brought us closer together. The coronavirus, 

however, drives us all farther apart just when we need each other the most. We can’t share our 

fears and our hopes with our families or friends beside us. We are cut off from each other. We 

can feel so alone.  

 

 Our loneliness brings us closer to Christ on the cross. In Matthew’s, Mark’s, and Luke’s 

Gospels, all of his disciples deserted him and left him to die naked on the cross in front of his 

mother and the women who had followed him to Jerusalem. In all his agony he cried out in the 

words of our psalm for today: “My God, my God, why have you forsaken me?” 

 

 In John’s Gospel, however, Jesus did not die alone. His mother, his mother’s sister, Mary 

the wife of Clopas, and Mary Magdalene were with him. The unnamed disciple, the disciple 

whom Jesus loved, was also there. John tells us: “When Jesus saw his mother and the disciple 

whom he loved standing beside her, he said to his mother, ‘Woman, here is your son.’ Then he 

said to the disciple, ‘Here is your mother.’ And from that hour the disciple took her into his own 

home.”  

 

 Jesus was not so far gone in pain that he could not provide for the person he loved most, 

his mother. He was not so humiliated in his nakedness that he could not speak to her and to the 

disciple whom he loved. Jesus’ love for his mother and his friend is mirrored by the love for 

Jesus of Joseph of Arimathea and Nicodemus, who had the courage to ask Pilate for Jesus’ body 

and to anoint it with spices and bury it in Joseph’s own tomb in the Garden of Gethsemane. 

Christ’s love for his mother and friends and their love for him is what we should focus on today, 

Good Friday 2020. 

 

“God is in control” is the message of Good Friday this year and every year. Sometimes it may 

look as if we are overpowered and we may in fact be overpowered, but the coronavirus and all 

the forces of evil cannot keep us down because they could not keep Jesus down. On the third day 

after his death, Easter Sunday, he rose from the dead. The forces of evil that reached out to 

crucify him may reach us, too, but they bring God’s judgment upon themselves. That judgment is 

the Resurrection. This lockdown is not the end. We will come through this, too.  

 

AMEN. 

 

  



CORONAVIRUS TIME 

STEVE PHILLIPS 

 

 

The Friday email read simply “Due to Coronavirus, the office will close Monday until further 

notice.  Work from home and practice social distancing.”  Attached was a memo marked “Critical” 

dealing with the all-important subject of recording time and preparing bills from home. 

 

“Nonsense,” I thought, and I was in the office Monday morning, alone save for Colleen, my 

essential paralegal, and Mike, another older lawyer.  “Where are the young lawyers?” we ask each 

other. “How much more social distancing could there be than here.”   

 

For me “showing up” was a way to distinguish myself from the youngsters, to show that I’m not 

ready for the old lawyer trash bin.    

 

And so it went for the week. From car to garage to office, alone except Colleen and Mike, and then 

from office to car to home.  My wife Lynn’s protests were quelled by my suggestion of “no workee, 

no payee”.   

 

Then there occurred a kind of “internet intervention”.  I was inundated by children’s emails 

followed by telephone calls, clearly the result of conspiracy among them. I felt as my long ago 

partner must have felt when his wife, children, and managing partner descended on him at the 

office, made their demands, and escorted him directly to Deaconess Hospital for a seven day 

alcohol treatment program.  

 

“Dad, you’re the most vulnerable of the vulnerable,” my physician daughter said.  “Diabetic, 

overweight, suffering hypertension, and a compromised immune system.  You’ll die.” She 

followed that with a graphic description of a short life on a ventilator.   

 

My Manhattan and D.C. sons were equally vocal.  “Two of my office colleagues each lost a parent 

to the virus.  Stay home!!” said one, followed by a question whether I could make a video recording 

so that his two year old son might someday see what I looked like and how I sounded.  

 

I capitulated.  

 

Now, I struggle to enter time and prepare bills and do a little legal work from home.  No secretary 

and I don’t know how to “format” my letters. The type is too small.  My printer spits out paper at 

a snail’s pace.  No scanner.  No copier.  No fax.  My files are strewn across the floor. 

 

Masked and gloved, I meet Colleen at the corner of Fifth and Sycamore to sign papers and 

exchange files through the car window.  

 

Lynn and I watch Governor Cuomo at noon, Governor DeWine at 2:00, President Trump and the 

Task Force at 5:00.  We obsess over statistics – confirmed cases, hospitalizations, ICU admissions, 

intubations, deaths.  We yearn for the flattening of the curve.  We’re fond of Dr. Birx, love Dr. 

Fauci, and become nauseous at Pence’s Trump obsequiousness.  We hurl expletives at Trump.   



 

We vote absentee.  Lynn writes in “Andrew Cuomo”. 

 

We struggle with signing up for online food delivery.  The food arrives late or not at all. I fear 

we’ll starve.  

 

We talk more than we have in years.  A mistake.  Mid-week we stop talking.   

 

“What do you do all day,” I ask.   

 

“My worst fear is a retired husband,” she says.   

 

“I need a dog,” I say.  “Over my dead body,” she says. 

 

“I think I’ll cook today,” I say.  “Over my dead body,” she says. 

 

“Maybe we should take a walk,” I say.  “How about Spring Grove,” she says, “we can visit your 

plot.” 

 

And then yesterday, she says “Maybe you’d be pretty safe at the office now.”     

 

 

 

  



The thing with feathers 

Theo Erasmus 

 
 

"All of humanity's problems stem from man's inability to sit quietly in a room alone," wrote the French 

philosopher Blaise Pascal. 

But even Pascal might have been perturbed by a study published recently in the journal Science, showing 

that many people (not surprisingly 67% of men and 25% of women) hated being made to spend 6 to 15 

minutes in a room by themselves, with nothing to do but think – to the point that they were willing to give 

themselves mild electric shocks instead. 

With the startling advances in our ability to connect, we now live in a world where we’re connected to 

everything except ourselves. And perhaps the small, intricate things that tick life along, like the hearts of 

watches. 

It seems we have become unmoored - by peddlers of outrage, bombast and flim flam, in the hope that we 

never stop to think, but are swept away in the gush of slop and swagger. 

So now, suddenly, unexpectedly we have time for introspection, for quietude, even spiritual growth. 

Because an unseen force moves among us, unspooling the very threads that hold us together, that 

connects us, and finding that they have become threadbare. 

And still our heads are as loud as a bee hive, swarmed by thoughts and impulses, angry and insistent. 

Most of us still obsessively seek the buzz of stimulation. Netflix’s numbers are through the roof. They 

have added a whopping 16 million new members since social distancing started. 

And although I have meditated for years, and strived to train my mind, I’m not immune to it. 

America is a noisy place. 

While I’ve often dreamt of the perfect solitude of a spartan monk’s cell, I have never quite found the gear 

to shift down to such serenity. 



Now at least I’m some way towards that, through no choice of my own. My life is a series of slow, 

distinct rituals, well-trodden paths, afternoon naps, and books in a small, misshapen mountain by my 

bedside. 

There are some salvations to be had. 

Flowers, birds, leaves, trees. And thank God for dogs. 

Who else would put up with our miserable selves. 

And there are birds. Yes, hope is the thing with feathers.  

Every morning I stand by the river - and listen to the cardinals. 

Woit, woit, woit, Chew, chew, chew. Red spots in the green. And I see Cedar Waxwings and Canadian 

Geese, Robins, Woodpeckers, Bluebirds, Yellowthroats, Mallard Ducks and the impossible grace of 

Cooper’s Hawks. 

There is a meditation in this symmetry of small things. 

Even in the stretch of river I see, the water flows differently every day, and the glimmer shifts from sun to 

moon, and on the banks the leaves burst forth in new shapes, green with life. 

As the poet said:  

I believe a leaf of grass is no less than the journey-work of the stars, 

And the pismire is equally perfect, and a grain of sand, and the egg of the wren, 

And the tree-toad is a chef-d'oeuvre for the highest, 

And the running blackberry would adorn the parlors of heaven, 

And the narrowest hinge in my hand puts to scorn all machinery. 

 

  



Reflections on the Plague 

Tom Cuni 
 
The Covid-19 pandemic makes change a certainty.  Making predictions of what those changes may be is 
equivalent to placing a bet at a roulette table. For me, waiting for the clarity that will only come after 
the plague has passed leaves time to consider other aspects of the experience.  
 
In my now longish life there is only one other occasion when I have experienced such a prolonged   
period of uncertainty.  Nearly fifty years ago I was in a war. A few hours after joining the infantry 
company with which I would spend most of my tour of duty I had my introduction into the reality of war.  
A patrol of four or five men walked into a minefield less than two hundred meters from our position. 
After helping to evacuate the three wounded soldiers whose names I had not had a chance to learn, I 
had the rest of the afternoon to do the mathematical exercises regarding my chances to complete a 365 
day tour. I had been in country for 5 or 6 days at that point and in combat for 5 or 6 hours. There were 
55 to 60 men in the company. The probability for a happy ending to the experience did not cheer me.    
In the weeks which followed, I thought often about getting through the war. At some point I came to 
accept that being an observant and careful soldier was not an insurance policy which would protect me 
against random chance.  A good soldier or a bad soldier would take his place in the column when the 
platoon moved out in the morning. Being the 9th rather than the 10th might mean that he had supper 
that night with the rest of the platoon.  For weeks my thoughts followed the course of a Mobius strip 
always returning to the same place as they had started: “I’m fucked.” It seemed that there remained but 
two choices, either despair and its companion depression or fatalism and its sibling dark humor. I chose 
fatalism and, for me, it was an escape from a constant state of worrying about the future. All I had to do 
was avoid doing something truly stupid and the rest would play out however it would. There seemed no 
point in worrying excessively about something that I could not change. I can’t say that I shed all of my 
anxieties completely but I spent a good deal less time focusing on something that I didn’t have the 
power to change.  
 
As I was on my way out of that awful little country, I resolved that in the future I would not worry about 
all of the bric-a-brac in a life. In a disappointingly short time, I found myself worrying about what my 
professors or my fellow students thought about me. I worried about not being successful and any 
number of other meaningless things. After stacking up a certain number of years on the planet, I think 
that I have begun to regain some part of the clarity that I once had but lost in the everyday part of my 
life.    
 
Now we have a plague to confront in our lives. Something about how I felt seemed familiar when the 
stay in place order were given. It was my old friend who had come back to remind me that “I’m fucked.” 
Maybe this time I will hold onto the lesson a little longer than when I first learned it. 

 

 

 

  



The Waste Man of Punjab 

Joe Dehner 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The dalit arises at dawn to earn his 500 rupees. 

 

The Punjabi waste man, in his 27th year of service, dons his worn black pants, short-sleeved blue 

shirt, lime green vest, and lately a thin cotton mask and stretch white gloves. He mounts the 

bicycle coupled to a wooden cart, ready to receive what he touches, scrapes, collects and 

transports to the landfill as the waste of Chandigarh. 

 

He feels like a donkey, not pitied, not noticed, untouchable and untouching, and yet 

indispensable, serving to remove what others discard, what they want removed from sight and 

smell and touch, like him.   

 

With pride he walks. He does his task well, quietly, head down. In the next life he will surely 

ascend. 

 

And will that be soon? In these days of virus lockdown, when the plastic and rinds and 

excrement touch his hands for burial at the landfill, where rag pickers await the riches of waste, 

will the infection come to him? He must make his rounds and his deliveries, then return to rinse 

away the touchings of the day, the waste residue with its virus sheen, ready to strike like a cobra 

from the corner. 

 

He pulls the cart into the winding lane. The balconies surprise. He hears claps before he lifts his 

head to know the source of golden chrysanthemum petals showering upon him. They are from 

women in rainbow sarees casting blossoms from above that are meant for him. The flower 

confetti caress his face as he looks upward, astonished. Claps resound. The lane blesses him. 

 



A man emerges from number 10 with a rupee note 

necklace, draping it about the waste man’s neck, then 

bows with hands of prayer and tuhada dhanwad spoken to 

him – thank you, thank you. A teen bounds forth from 

number 13 and places another rupee note necklace over 

his head, this time 20 notes adding to the 12 of the first. 

Others come forth to add their necklaces. One is with gold 

coins, another with a dozen 100-rupee notes. He becomes 

the groom at a Punjabi wedding, where guests bless and 

honor men this way. Tuhada dhanwad, the chorus echoes 

in his honor, flowers showering, currency jewelry 

bestowed.  

 

It is the same this day on all his lanes, a day of blessing 

this man who does what makes life bearable for others, 

every day, but yes, even now in the grip of pestilential 

fear, especially now he sees. He, a dalit, an outcaste, is 

touched this day, by brahmin, kshatriya, vishya and shudra 

all. This day he is the groom and they the wedding party. This 

day he is touched. 

 

Now in this time of plague grace abounds - for him, for them, 

for us. 

 

 

Welcome Garlands for the 
Bridegroom & his family, 

India 


